EASY ORDERING
SEEPEX SHOP

1. Enter the commission number.
2. View parts list with the matching original spare parts.
3. Add wished-for articles and amount to the shopping cart.
Whether it’s a rotor, a stator, or a coupling rod: Buying original SEEPEX parts has never been easier or more convenient. In our SEEPEX Shop you’ll find an extensive selection of components for your progressive cavity pumps and additional important information such as part lists, sectional drawings, prices and delivery times.

QUICK AND RELIABLE ORDERING PROCESS
- Order based on a specific parts list
- No tedious correspondence is needed — see the prices instantly
- Handover to purchasing within the Shop

COST ADVANTAGES
- Reduce your internal process costs

CLEAR INFORMATION
- Prices
- Availability / delivery time
- Order history

EASY ORDERING SYSTEM
- Combine spare parts for several pumps in one shopping cart
- Select preset spare part packages or kits (for example, a joint kit)
- Use a previous order or a saved basket as a template for a new order

AVAILABLE 24/7

REGISTER NOW
- go.seepex.com/shop/en

COMMISSION NUMBER
Log in as usual to the commission number. The part list with the matching original parts is shown.

SPARE PART KITS
For each of your maintenance activities, order ready-assembled pump part packages to your basket with one click.

ORDER OVERVIEW
Under ORDERS, easily view actions already placed and reorder them when needed.

CONTACT
Reach us quickly by email or phone.

SPARE PART KITS
For each of your maintenance activities, order ready-assembled pump part packages to your basket with one click.

REPEAT ORDERS
Save baskets for repeat orders, and combine several baskets into one consolidated order.

OPEN CATALOG INTERFACE
YOUR DIRECT CONNECTION TO THE SEEPEX SHOP
- Access the SEEPEX Shop from a link in your SAP/ERP system
- Transfer selected product data (the basket) at the click of a button
- Order products via your SAP/ERP system
- Time and cost savings through dynamic transfer of product data (no manual data entry)
- Follow your usual procedures

YOUR BENEFITS
OPEN CATALOG INTERFACE
YOUR DIRECT CONNECTION TO THE SEEPEX SHOP
- Access the SEEPEX Shop from a link in your SAP/ERP system
- Transfer selected product data (the basket) at the click of a button
- Order products via your SAP/ERP system
- Time and cost savings through dynamic transfer of product data (no manual data entry)
- Follow your usual procedures
SEEPEX offers high availability of parts and short delivery times due to worldwide warehousing with our network of subsidiaries and distributors in more than 55 countries. In addition, SEEPEX original parts offer the following advantages:

- CE compliant
- Continuous innovation (state-of-the-art technology)
- Minimized life-cycle costs due to long service life
- Low energy consumption and optimized efficiency
- Optimal pumping properties through precise design
- High durability of pump elements